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OPENING A WINDOW INTO ROMANIA’S DISTANT PAST
WITH THE HELP OF DECLASSIFIED AMERICAN COLD
WAR SPY AIRCRAFT IMAGERY.
EPISODE 1. THE ROMAN LEGION CASTRA FROM
FILIPEŞTI AND THE ROMAN FORTS AND LIMES
TRANSALUTANUS FROM ALBOTA, PITEŞTI AND
MĂRĂCINENI
Bogdan Condurăţeanu*
* Proiectul România Digitală 3D, www.romaniadigitala.ro, romaniadigitala@rqa.ro

Rezumat: Deschiderea accesului publicului larg la imaginile de înaltă rezoluţie obţinute de
serviciile de spionaj american în România în anii '70 folosind avioane spion a produs a sursă
nouă de informaţii pentru comunitatea ştiinţifică cu preocupări curente în domeniul topografiei arheologice din ţara noastră. Rezultatele investigaţiilor folosind mijloace moderne de analiză digitală a imaginilor şi tehnologii GIS sunt în unele cazuri dezamăgitoare, iar în altele
absolut excepţionale şi au drept rezultat argumente cu greutate în tranşarea unor dispute vechi
sau mai noi referitoare la poziţia şi/sau aspectul unor fortificaţii romane din România. În acest
prim episod analizăm două cazuri de succes, cel al castrului roman legionar de la Filipeşti,
judeţul Brăila şi apoi aducem argumente pro şi, respectiv, contra unor poziţionări/ descoperiri recente de presupuse forturi romane la Albota, Piteşti şi Mărăcineni (jud. Argeş) şi asupra
traiectoriei Limes Transalutanus la sud de Piteşti.
Cuvinte Cheie: imagini aeriene avion spion războiul rece

1. Spying in Cold War Eastern Europe. A quick glossary of terms
“Espionage, or more simply, spying, is the gathering and analyzing of information about enemies or potential enemies. The acquired information is called
intelligence.”1 The intelligence-gathering that occurs over-head, in the skies, is called
reconnaissance. Reconnaissance is the act of surveying an area in order to gain
information. Spying from above therefore involved at that time two critical aspects:
a. a high altitude airplane that would preferably avoid radar detection and necessarily
avoid interception. The answer would come with the advent of the U2 airplane and
b. high resolution camera that would take ground pictures of exceptional quality that
would fit into the U2 weight restraints.

1

Hanes et alii, 2004, p. 126.
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2. The tools of the trade: U-2 aircraft
A product of the close cooperation between the U.S. Air Force, the CIA, and
the Lockheed Corporation, the U2 project aimed to create an aircraft capable of
photographic and electronic surveillance missions over the Soviet Union. Such an
aircraft’s main feature would be to fly higher than any soviet interceptor or SAM
(Surface to Air Missile). “The U-2 had a wingspan of 80 feet (24.4 meters) and a
length of 50 feet (15.2 meters); it cruised at 460 miles (740 kilometers) per hour,
could fly 2,600 miles (4,183 kilo-meters) carrying a normal load without refueling,
and carried cameras capable of photographing a 120-mile-wide (193 kilometer)
area. The cockpit accommodated only one pilot. Taking espionage activities to new
heights, the U-2 cruised at 68,000 to 75,000 feet (20,726 to 22,860 meters).”2

3. The one quarter of a tone Eye in the Sky: the K38 modified
camera, codename A-1
The standard aerial cameras available in the 1950s, K19 and K21, had a
resolution of 7 to 8 meters when used at an altitude of 10,000 meters. Since they
were mainly used for strategic bombing and map making, the resolution was deemed
satisfactory for that purpose. However this resolution was too crude for 10,000 meters
altitude and flying at over 20,000 meters altitude meant that cameras with at least
four times that resolution would be required in order to achieve resolutions less than
3 meters. The breakthrough in designing very high acuity lenses came with the combined work of two engineers, James G. Baker from Harvard and Richard S. Perkin3
from Norwalk, Connecticut, whose combined efforts led to the creation of a camera
which mounted on a B26 bomber at 10,000 meters altitude was able to distinguish
ground objects with a 7.5 cm diameter. The camera was however weighing in excess
of a tone and in order to meet the constraints for the U2 acceptable size and weight
they had to modify and adapt the existing standard 24 inch K38 camera to get under
the 225 kg limit.
Progress in the years that followed continued with evermore stable and light
spy cameras. The flights performed over enemy territory were called Missions, each
one with a number assigned to them and were carried out by grew organized in
Detachments (A, B, C). They finally produced images with a unique Entity ID.

4. The first U2 flights over Romania

The proposal for the activation of the U2 plane was sent on the 31st of May
1956 to President Eisenhower under the name of the “Aquatone Operational Plans”4.
It called for making some preliminary flights over Eastern Europe and then moving
after a couple of weeks to an initial series of missions over the Soviet Union. The
operational base for the U2 was moved from the UK into the West Germany, at Wiesbaden.

2

Ibidem, p. 148.
Pedlow, Welzenbach, 1998, p. 49-50.
4
Taubman, 2003, p. 180.
3
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The first operational flight of the U2 over Eastern Europe took place on the
20 June 1956, on areas covering Poland and East Germany5 and then was repeated
on the 2nd July 1956, “on areas covering Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Romania (m.e.),
East Germany, Poland and Bulgaria”.6 The first U2 flight over the Soviet airspace
ever to be detected by the Russian radars was on the 10th July 1956. “By that time,
the combination of the high-altitude spy plane equipped with a high powered camera
system had erased the fear that the Soviet Union was racing ahead of the United
States in the development of heavy bombers.”7 U2’s biggest success story was the
discovery of Soviet Nuclear sites installed in Cuba in October 15, 19628 which
prompted the Cuban Missile Crisis that brought the whole world to the brink of thermonuclear war. The first ship from the soviet block that tried to force the American
blockade around Cuba was a Soviet tanker called “Bucharest”9. The fact sent chilling
feelings amongst the top ranking Romanian Communist party members who saw
their country being dragged into war without them having any say about it and led to
Romania discretely parting ways with the Soviet Union and the Warsaw Treaty allies.
Romania rejected in 1963 the Soviet Valev plan10 intended to make it an agricultural
supplier for the Eastern block and started an aggressive industrialization policy, purged its army and intelligence services of the soviet collaborators and acted towards
regaining control over its own army11.
Facing the many threats and the increasing casualties from the ever more
powerful MIG interceptors, ground radars and SAMs the Soviet Union raced to
improve in order to stop the American intrusion into its own airspace, the U2 program
was eventually phased out in favor of the Corona satellite reconnaissance, at least
over and inside Soviet borders. In Romania12 we find a wealth of missions being
flown in 1967 covering major cities, big industrial sites and military airplane bases.
th

5. The cold war U2 legacy
The vast amounts of imagery collected by the German, English and American
intelligence services during the world war two and the cold war could be a gold mine
for Romanian archaeology, according to a study regarding the status of the Romanian
Aerial Archaeology in 201013. They represent a glimpse into the reality before the
large scale industrialization process of Romania had even begun and have been
5

Pedlow, Welzenbach, 1998, p. 100.
Taubman, 2003, p. 182.
7
Ibidem, p. 187.
8
Pedlow, Welzenbach, 1998, p. 203.
9
http://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/cuban-missile-crisis (accessed 15th Oct. 2014).
10
Lazăr, 2011.
11
Watts, 2011, p. 246
12
“In 1958 the Military Air Forces from Romania received their first supersonic hunter airplane MiG-19. Three years later, in February 1962, the air force received one of the most
advanced airplanes of its time, MiG-21 F13.” (FAR). Unfortunately none of them were able
to intercept the U2 spy aircraft.
13
Oberländer-Târnoveanu, 2010, p. 390.
6
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recently declassified so that access to them is granted online for free or for a small
processing fee.
Why would anyone use the western depositories of old aerial imagery instead
of the national ones? Well, because the access to them is easier and sometimes they
are the only available source either due to secrecy, obsolete classification or lack of
technical means and/or interest from the holding authority to make use of them14.

6. United States Geological Service (USGS) - Earth Resource
Observation and Science center (EROS). A hunter-gatherer
hands-on approach

The USGS-EROS servers15 house all the data that can be accessed by the
large public. Access to it requires registering an account with them and then following
these simple steps: Search Criteria tab / Area of Interest definition / Use the
Google Earth interface to pan and zoom over to the area of interest. Once this is
set, press on Use Map button, which will fill the corner coordinate fields with the
appropriate values.

Fig. 1. Area of Interest definition (area around Filipeşti, Brăila county).
Search Criteria tab / Timeframe selection. You can set an interval of data of
interest to your project (select only imagery collected before 13.10.1970, for
instance).

14

ANCPI (Romanian National Cadastre Agency) replied to a request we sent in regards to
access to the black and white aerial film archives saying that they do not have a high resolution scanner able to scan and digitize their deposit of old aerial imagery on film…
15
http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/ (accessed 15th Oct. 2014).
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Fig. 2. Timeframe selection.
Data Sets tab / Type of Data selection; select Declass 2 (2002) for high resolution
spy imagery over Romania.

Fig. 3. Type of Data selection.
Additional Criteria tab / Camera Resolution: choose 2 to 4 feet, at Camera
Type: KH-7 High Resolution Surveillance Camera and at Image Type: All:

Fig. 4. Camera Resolution.
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After these steps press the Results >> button and the system will search its entire
database using the filters you set.
Results tab / Pressing the footprint button colors each photo with a different
translucent color, in this case magenta. The area displayed with magenta shows the
approximate area covered by the spy aircraft photo. The image has automatically
zoomed out so that the coverage of the results found is over imposed on the initial
selected area.

Fig. 5. The footprint button.
Results tab / the show metadata button will provide the most important information about the data available. Shows a unique Entity ID, the Acquisition Date, the
Mission number, the Frame, the Image Type and the Camera Type. And, even more
important, a low resolution preview of the available image. The preview is important
for determining the amount of cloud coverage, for instance.

Fig. 6. The show metadata button.
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Standard browse. Pressing on the image opens it in your regular internet browser. In
this particular case an airport runway is visible on the top of the image.

Fig. 7. Standard browse.

Fig. 8. Multiple results.
When a wider selection area is selected Multiple results are available. Each coverage
with a different translucent color. The first two, blue and green, show the available for
download button which displays the file size of the tar.gz archive.

Fig. 9. The download button.
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We recommend using Chrome for reasons of stability and speed. In the lower left
corner the downloaded amount and the estimated time for download are displayed.
Advanced options. Metadata16 export. You can export the metadata results in a
variety of GIS formats. The simplest to use for non-GIS users is KMZ, which uses
Google Earth.

Fig. 10. Metadata export.

Fig. 11. The metadata results are sent to your registered e-mail as a download link.

16

Metadata is important for geo-referencing the downloaded images in GIS softwares.
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Fig. 12. E-mail sent by USGS with the download link for the metadata.

Fig. 13. Metadata displayed in KMZ format over Google Earth.
Inside image coverage is only to get an idea of the useful area of the image, as some
of the film was not exposed. The downloaded product covers only the useful area,
not the blank one. A yellow pin point with the image name is a generated.

7. The results
In January 2014, I have selected and purchased a total of 5 images from the
USGS17. They were not scanned at that time so I had to pay for their scanning at 300
dpi. Now it looks that anyone can download some of them for free, once somebody

17

DZB00402400026H016001, DZB00402500026H020001, DZB00402600091H028001,
DZB00402700010H020001 and DZB00403100074H017001.
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has already paid18 for the scanning service. The images files I downloaded19 were
actually massive20, each one in excess of 1 GB. Larger photos have been broken
down into two or three pieces with “a”, “b”, respective “c” as suffix, which are
overlapping, in order to overcome the FAT32 2 GB file size limitation.

8. The Filipeşti-Cetăţuia/Başa Roman Legion March Castra

Following the work21 I presented in 2013 regarding the correct positioning
of the Filipeşti-Cetăţuia/Başa Roman Legion March Castra at Filipeşti, Brăila county,
instead of Filipeştii de Pădure, Prahova
county, I was left with a puzzle that kept
eating my idle thoughts until it grew into
an obsession: why did Pamfil Polonic
first write on his manuscript that the
Filipeşti castra was “at the west”, crossed
over “west” and continued “at the east”?
Why did another reputed scholar, Ioana
Bogdan Cătăniciu – known to have had
used extensively aerial imagery over
time in her works – that the castra was
at the “south west”22 of the Filipeşti
village?
This is how my quest for cold war
aerial imagery came into existence: I
needed a definite proof that the castra
was at one place or the other. And so I
Fig. 14. Page 14 of Pamfil Polonic’s
found an image23, the first real breakmanuscript notebook VIII,
24
through in determining without a shred of
G. Cetăţi din Bărăgan.
a doubt the exact position of this long lost roman legion march castra.
18

Those brightly crisp black and white images provide an eerie feeling of time travelling, a
very personal time machine back to Romania in the years 1966 and 1967! And some of them
are even able to help get a glimpse even further down the rabbit hole back to the beginnings
of the roman conquest of Dacia.
19
DZB00402400026H016001_a.tif, DZB00402400026H016001_b.tif, DZB00402500026H0
20001_a.tif, DZB00402500026H020001_b.tif, DZB00402600091H028001_a.tif, DZB00402
600091H028001_b.tif, DZB00402700010H020001_a.tif, DZB00402700010H020001_b.tif,
DZB00402700010H020001_c.tif, DZB00403100074H017001_a.tif and DZB00403100074H
017001_b.tif.
20
New generation computers with lots of RAM, a SDD HDD and multiple processors running
on an ×64 operating system are mandatory for handling such files.
21
Condurăţeanu, 2013, p. 60.
22
Bogdan-Cătăniciu, 1997, p. 50.
23
DZB00402700010H020001_a.tif.
24
Pamfil Polonic describes the positioning of the castra from Filipeşti by writing “apu[s]”
(in Romanian language; i.e. “Wes[t]”), crossed it over and continued “răsărit” (i.e. “East”).
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Fig. 15. Gross plan of the raw25 image containing the legion castra from Filipeşti.
On the 2003 ortophotoplan of Surdila-Găiseanca commune I georeferenced
in GlobalMapper v.13 in Stereo 70 coordinate system the black and white high resolution (0,6–1,2 m) imagery taken by the KH-7 surveillance camera on the 20th April
1966 by the American spy aircraft during mission 4027, on which one can clearly
see the whiter remains of the roman earthen valla, the castra has not perfect right
angle corners and the eastern side is not perfectly straight.

Fig. 16. Cold war imagery (1966) geo-referenced over Surdila-Găiseanca
commune ortophotoplan (2003).
25

Not geo-referenced yet.
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Fig. 17. Traces of the legion castra from Filipeşti-Cetăţuie still visible
on the 2003 Surdila-Găiseanca ortophotoplan.

Fig. 18. Charting of the roman legion castra from Filipeşti-Cetăţuie
in RO.A.D.2014.11 map26.

26

Dimensions: 355 × 529 m (measured between the valla). Surface: ~18,78 ha. GPS Coordinates: N45.0964 E27.33042.
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The Filipeşti-Cetăţuia/Başa Roman Legion March Castra.

Fig. 19. Raw image footage from 1966 imagery. On the left the commune of Surdila-Găiseanca,
on the right the village Filipeşti, Brăila county.
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9. The roman forts and Limes Trans Alutanus from Albota, Piteşti
and Mărăcineni
From a recent article by authors Eugen S. Teodor and Magdalena Ştefan, we
learned the following: “Instead of an overall diagnostic of the state of art, we would
stress one single fact: none of the forts south of the River Argeş, along Limes Transalutanus, has a proper topographic survey; as about their exact geographical coordinates, they were established just recently.”27 Unfortunately, this is a very bold and,
in the same time, very untrue statement. Since 2012 (with roots back to 2006), there
was a commercially available digital map of Romania that would provide geographical coordinates for the above mentioned monuments. It is called the Digital Atlas
of Romania and Mr. Teodor has had access to the digital GPS maps that comprise it
(widely known as the RO.A.D. map) where all the forts he mentions – with a single
exception, the fort from Albota – were properly mapped AND with GPS, i.e. geographical coordinates28. Most of the Transalutan Limes was already mapped as well
by the time he even got close to the idea of starting his project. He does even mention
the RO.A.D. maps in his work29, he used the map on his Garmin etrex legend CX
GPS to get there, he had the PC version as well. For the two authors to assume for
themselves a precedence in charting these forts, where – except for Albota where
Mr. Teodor had indeed made a worthy discovery – is beyond wrong.
That being said, let’s have a look at what Mr. Teodor discovered and published so
far in the matter at hand that convinced the Romanian State to support his continued
work for the next two years under the “UEFSCDI Partnerships Program for Joint
Applied Research 2013: ‘Interdisciplinary technology for archaeological field survey. Case Study – Limes Transalutanus south of Argeş River’”30 with the lump sum
of 768.353 lei31. After all, Mr. Teodor accused me earlier this year of including tale
quale32 information pertaining to Romanian Archaeological sites in the Digital Atlas
of Romania, so I owe him that much to explain why almost all of his original findings
were erased33 in earlier editions from the RO.A.D. map. I said the “original” because
the forts/castra/valla/ditches that are still present in the Atlas were either there
before he rediscovered them for his audience, or were different from his versions
and were added at a later date by myself.

27

Teodor, Ştefan, 2014, p. 34 (with bibliographical reference Teodor, 2013, p. 213-216).
E. S. Teodor referring to Valea Albu fort: “And I was not the only one. Also RO.A.D. 2012
pointed the fortress in the same place, with just a few meters lower than real” (Teodor, 2013,
p. 135).
29
Ibidem, p. 13, 120, 122, 123, 127, 135.
30
Teodor, Ştefan, 2014, p. 31
31
PN-II-PT-PCCA-2013-4-0759 project (Nr. 8 in the list).
32
Teodor, Peţan, 2014, p. 2.
33
https://www.romaniadigitala.ro/jurnalul-hartii/jurnalul-hartii-ro-a-d-2014-20/ (pct. 137).
28
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The Roman fort from Albota-La Stadion34 still stays in the Atlas. Mr. Teodor proved wrong both the position from the reference
work in the field35 and from the RO.A.D. map at that time. I even found support for his discovery on the spy aircraft imagery36.

Fig. 20. Visual confirmation on the situation ortophotoplan plan using 1967 imagery
in the area of the Albota-La Stadion roman fort.
34

Teodor, 2013, p. 128; coordinates at Ibidem, p. 213, Annex 2.
Gudea, 1997, p. 78, Nr. 60.
36
DZB00403100074H017001_b.tif (see Fig. 21).
35
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Darker shades of gray represent the fort ditches. It’s practically the only image to date that shows any significant details about
this roman fort from above.

Fig. 21. The presumed roman “fort” from Albota-Dealul Redea37 over 1967 imagery.
37

Teodor, 2013, p.127, fig. 46 (detailed plan with blue color). The author “refuses to speculate” over its roman origin (Ibidem, p. 126), but,
nevertheless, gives in at Annex 2, pos. 3, p. 213, where the monument is deemed as a “possible march castra”. From now on, the yellow
renditions are from Teodor, 2013 published coordinate datasets. There is nothing on this imagery to remotely suggest the existence of a fort
in that spot.
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Fig. 22. The same presumed “fort” from Albota-Dealul Redea over imposed on the 2003 Albota commune ortophotoplan.
Clearly visible on the northern side an agricultural ditch, similar to the ones on the left.
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Fig. 23. The presumed “fort” from Albota-Dealul Redea over 2014 Google Earth satellite imagery.
Traces on the northern side of the obliterated 2003 agricultural ditches, similar to the ones on the left ... Case closed!
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The presumed roman Trajanic castra from Albota-La Fermă38:

Fig. 24. The presumed roman(?) Trajanic(?) Fort(?) from
Albota-La Fermă on 1967 imagery.
La Fermă (i.e. At the Farm) is actually a very good choice of words, since it was
indeed a farm there, not a roman fort, the agricultural ditches and the various lots are
clearly visible. On the right/eastern side, coming from the South, is depicted with
yellow line by Mr. Teodor the Limes Transalutanus, which, in his opinion, takes a
sudden turn to the east, in a point which so happens to be in the continuation of the
agricultural ditch that constituted the southern side of his “Trajanic fort”.
38

“... one can suspect the existence, in this place, of a castra. It would be a big
castra, double, 224 m (138+86) long and 125 m wide, oriented WSW-ENE. The new pension,
although very big, would occupy only the northwest corner of the presumed castra (fig. 44)”
(Teodor, 2013, p. 123); “Profile from the pension building presented an interesting anomaly
(fig. 45) suggesting clearly enough a defense ditch, 2-2.5 m wide and more than 1 m deep
[...] As position, judging from the GPS mark, it was exactly where the defense ditch of the
presumed castra would have been, on the northern side, by the NW corner.[...] I drawn
relatively quickly the conclusion that it is about a march castra and not a Limes
Transalutanus castra – as the impressive dimension recommended about the same thing.
Double castra of this kind (with a common side), are known in the Şureanu and Parâng
mountains, from the daco-roman wars era” (Ibidem, p. 124); “Coming back to the march
castra from Piteşti, its dimension (2.8 ha) is close to the Târşa castra” (Ibidem, p. 124, note
9); photo with explanation “field on which the march castra is situated” (Ibidem, p. 124, fig.
44); photo of the ditch at the pool site “[...] In the interpretation that I gave on the right is the
berm (short) and the vallum (he NNW side) [...] Section is not perpendicular on the vallum
of the castra [...]” (Ibidem, p. 125, fig. 45); “Two sets of conclusions would be drawn now.
One is about the disappointment for not finding a limes fort, but I found, probably, a castra
from the daco-roman wars […] It will be hard to prove the existence of that march castra,
but of course not impossible” (Ibidem, p. 125); “The second series of conclusions is about the
vallum; it is obvious that the socialist agriculture – and most recently the capitalist one –
have given it the coup de grace. It practically no longer exists, its trajectory could be
restored, with precision, only from aerial photos. This thing explains on one side, the laisez
faire feeling of the Romanian archaeologists who did not take care of this matter in the last
decades; simple – it is because they had nothing to research in the area” (Ibidem, p. 126);
Detailed plan, “The pool pension is marked with P.” (Ibidem, p. 127, fig. 46); deemed as
“most likely a march castra” (Ibidem, p. 213, pos. 2); etc.
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Fig. 25. The same presumed roman(?) Trajanic(?) Fort(?) from Albota-La Fermă/At the Farm over
the 2003 Albota commune ortophotoplan.
The southern and western agricultural lots from Fig. 21 disappeared meanwhile, only the eastern ones are still in existence.
The southern agricultural ditch is still though very much visible.
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Fig. 26. The same presumed roman(?) Trajanic(?) fort(?) from Albota-La Fermă/At the Farm over
2014 Google Earth imagery.
Nothing from the farm once in place exists anymore, only faint shadows of the agricultural ditches that once existed there can
still be seen. Contemporary constructions are built over the northwestern corner, where Mr. Teodor took the picture39 of the so
called roman castra ditch during the pool construction. Also the spot got the handy name “Pensiunea cu Piscină”/”The Pool
Pension”. Case closed!
39

Teodor, 2013, p. 125, fig. 45: “Detail of the south eastern pool profile from the pension under construction”.
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Fig. 27. The so called deviation of the Limes Transalutanus trajectory at Albota-La Fermă over the 1967 imagery.
The trajectory of Limes Transalutanus continues though undisturbed from the point where Mr. Teodor bent it40 just to make it
differ from the one that was already mapped in the RO.A.D. map.
40

Teodor, 2013, p. 123. “At that first visit I remained convinced that Bogdan Condurăţeanu’s marking was correct. At home, in front of the
PC, after I downloaded the data from the GPS, I found out that the work hypothesis (mine and his) were diverging in this point, and I
tested then, at the next stop, my own version as well; version which would have been a failure without that chance encounter of the bulldozer
dig. Ironical, no?” (Ibidem, Detailed plan in p. 127, fig. 46). “The interrupted line represents the Ro.A.D. proposal”...
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Fig. 28. The so called deviation of the Limes Transalutanus trajectory at Albota-La Fermă over
the 2003 Albota commune ortophotoplan.
The trajectory of Limes Transalutanus clearly continues northbound using the same direction of the southernmost vallum element.
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Fig. 29. The so called deviation over the 70s DTM topographical maps41.
Why would the Limes Transalutanus vallum, in Mr. Teodor’s opinion, instead of continuing due north‒northeast, take a
sudden turn east. loose elevation and get from down there to cross no less than four streamlets, portion between streamlets 3
and 4 being situated right on the valley bottom ... when all those streamlets, except the first one, could have been avoided if it
kept a dominant position and stayed on – like it actually does – the same course?!?
41

L-35-110-D-a and L-35-110-D-b.
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Fig. 30. The 1967 situation plan at the presumed location of the Mărăcineni roman fort,
before the landscape changed irreversibly later on in the 70s.
The fort coordinates provided by Mr. Teodor42 are too far off, the presumed fort is situated at 507 m west of the bridge, while
the struc-tures he drew there are too close to the bridge, at 195 m, while in his work he gives a distance of 250 m43. On the
right hand side is his “theoretical trajectory” of the Limes Transalutanus north of Argeş River. Very useful indeed ...
42
43

Teodor, 2013, p. 214, Annex 2: Mărăcineni.
Ibidem, p. 95.
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10. Conclusions
The article aimed to determine the historical background, the actors, the
technology involved and the depositories of reconnaissance imagery that resulted
during the Cold War U2 spying program. It also provided a hands on tutorial on how
to search and retrieve such information from the USGS-EROS servers and applied
the new information gathered from these new sources to the benefit of Romanian
Archaeology by settling up topographical disputes regarding to the roman legion
march castra from Filipeşti-Cetăţuia/Başa and the presumed roman forts from
Albota-La Stadion, Albota-Dealul Redea, Albota-La Fermă/Pensiunea cu Piscină
and Mărăcineni.
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